
About Two Regimes 
Two Regimes is the life’s work of two Ukrainian women: a mother, Teodora Verbitskaya (author) and 

her daughter, Nadia Werbitzky (professional artist).  Teodora wrote about her family’s life from 1927 to 
1945 while living in Mariupol, Soviet Ukraine under the two regimes of Stalin and Hitler.  Mother and 

daughter were survivors and witnesses of two genocides: that of the  
Holodomor (man-made Famine 1932-33 under Stalin) and the Holocaust (1933-1945 under Hitler). 

www.TwoRegimes.com

Two Regimes FILM 
“Two Regimes - A Mother’s Memoir of 
the Holodomor and the Holocaust” will 
be available ONLY to educational institutions. 

There is no charge for this film. 

This film may be requested by going to: 

 www.TwoRegimes.com/Film 

Two Regimes is a story of the will and survival of everyday people faced with the reali8es of 
imposed starva8on, internment, devasta8on and War.  

The embodiment of the story of Two Regimes is synonymous with the history that profoundly affects the lives of 
Teodora Verbitskaya the author and her family.  

Although the history of the two regimes of Stalin and Hitler is complex, the details of the memoir of Verbitskaya’s 
Two Regimes and the imagery of the painCngs of her daughter Nadia Werbitzky, who experienced life with her at 
this Cme, provides us with an insight into this Cme period like none else. 

Thanks to the vision and the perseverance of documentary film director Douglas Darlington, of Winding Road 
Films, a remarkable, informaCve and one of a kind melding of the history of this era and the story of the witness 
and survival of Teodora's family under the tyranny of Stalin and Hitler has come together in a 33 minute long 
didacCc film that educators can appreciate and uClize in their classrooms and students can comprehend. 

Sponsored in part by the State of Florida, Department of State, Division of Arts and Culture, the 
Florida Council on Arts and Culture and The Foundation for Leon County Schools. 

http://www.TwoRegimes.com
http://www.TwoRegimes.com/Film

